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Geography of Religion and Belief Systems
Robert H. Stoddard and Carolyn V. Prorok
Spatial and environmental dimensions of religious behavior, artefacts, and attitudes are grist
for the geographer’s intellectual mill because
spiritually motivated convictions and actions
play an important role in human affairs. It is not
surprising, therefore, that the geography of religion and belief systems is an important, emerging field of study.
We commence this chapter with a definition of
the field, particularly as it entails distinctions that
arise out of the highly personal nature that religious belief is accorded in the academy and society at large. A limited review and summary of
trends in the field over the past decade follows,
building on Kong’s (1990) and Sopher’s (1967,
1981) overviews. Although North American geographers are emphasized here, research in the
geography of religion is thoroughly entwined
in terms of scholars’ national origin, university
training, and research perspectives, thus making
distinctions in nationality difficult. Moreover,
geographers who do not consider themselves to
be geographers of religion and numerous nongeographers also make significant contributions
to this field because their work clearly incorporates both religious and geographic components
in their analysis and subject matter.
We note that traditional empirical studies
largely dominate the work published in the
last decade. Nevertheless, humanistic research
(Weightman 1996; Cooper 1997a; Prorok 1997;
Osterrieth 1997), and the application of contemporary critical theory (Fielder 1995; Kong 1993a,
b; Prorok 2000) in this field is gaining ground,
particularly via recent dissertations and presentations at AAG meetings. Additional comments
about future challenges and opportunities conclude the chapter.

gory devoted annually to this definitional task
in Social Compass: International Review of Sociology of Religion). Another indication that the term
“religion” lacks a single, precise definition is the
continual struggle, expressed repeatedly within the American judicial system, with questions
about what are truly “religious” activities. Definitions vary in their emphasis on three contrasting perspectives: (1) a transcendental divinity;
(2) an immanent spirituality that permeates all of
life; and (3) an ethical philosophy. Even though
a formal definition of religion is seldom stated
by geographers, it appears from their writings
that most accept a definition close to the following: Religion is a system of beliefs and practices that
attempts to order life in terms of culturally perceived
ultimate priorities.
When the field of study is titled “geography
of religion and belief systems,” the commonality
of studies becomes even less precise. In general, the transitional zone between what is regarded as religious and what is accepted as non-religious includes those beliefs and activities considered spiritual and containing a sense of “oughtness” or obligation. When persons believe they
conscientiously “should” behave in a certain
way (rather than just because “traditionally everyone does it this way”) or they have faith that
certain group action carries a synergism greater
than one’s own power (Bartkowski and Swearingen 1997), their actions fall within the realm regarded as “other religious-like belief systems.”
This more inclusive term also encompasses “civil religion,” which refers to beliefs and practices
expressed through informal mass adherence, often containing a strong nationalist fervor. Even
though beliefs may not necessarily be organized
systematically, the popular acceptance of national mythology, revered symbols, and hallowed
places closely resemble characteristics of formal
religions. As with other belief systems containing culturally perceived ultimate priorities, the
motives for honoring patriotic icons, preserving
hallowed grounds, and visiting sanctified sites
originate from a sense of “shouldness.”

The Focus of Study
No universally accepted definition of religion
exists, as illustrated by the hundreds already
published and others continually being introduced (see e.g. a separate bibliographical cate259
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Methodological Issues
A fundamental methodological issue concerns
the epistemological stance of persons seeking to
explain religious phenomena. Two views adopted here to simplify the discussion are those of
Believers and Observers.
Believers are those who hold certain beliefs on
faith. They often believe specific conditions exist because of transcendental forces, such as divine will. They affirm that the divine is manifested in sacred texts, holy places, and/or absolute
ethics. From the perspective of Believers, certain research questions posed by outside observers are irrelevant—and irreverent—because such
queries indicate doubt about what is already
“known.” The category of Believers also includes
persons who, while not always believing in divine intervention, declare that certain objects
(say, a national flag) and places (illustrated by
the site where a national hero was martyred) become sacred. For those holding nontheistic philosophical positions (for instance, the sanctity of
Mother Earth), and even for those who recognize
human elements in the creation of sacred spaces
(such as battlefield cemeteries), beliefs about certain behavior, nevertheless, exist as fundamental assumptions. Although non-theistic Believers
may be receptive to studies about how certain
sacred places function within the society, from
their perspective the element of sanctity per se
should not—and cannot—be challenged.
“Observers” refers to non-Believers, who may
hold varying positions about Believers’ convictions, ranging from empathy to hostility. Positions of geographic Observers, seeking to understand and explain the spatial and ecological aspects of religion and belief systems, vary. For geographers who are personally skeptics, secularists, or agnostics, the stance of Observer is that of
an outsider. In contrast, for geographers studying a particular religion while personally being
a Believer of that same religion, there exists a
tension between trying to understand relationships and conditions objectively while also unquestionably believing some were created by the
divine. For other geographers who are Believers
but who seek to observe a religion or belief system different from their own, the role of outside
Observer is similar though not equivalent to that
of a relatively dispassionate inquirer.
Some scholars of religion declare that Observers cannot fully comprehend and thus truly “explain” a religion of which they are not a believ-

ing member because an Observer’s own values
and experiences distort a true understanding of
the motives affecting the behavior of Believers.
However, the degree to which this outside-ness
affects scholarship epistemologically is probably not different from other geographic studies
about which researchers may hold perspectives
ranging from empathy to hostility.
The contrasting views of Observers and Believers are indicated by the customary differentiation between the geography of religion and religious geography. The latter pertains to information about the geographic (that is, spatial and
ecological) characteristics of religious phenomena written from the perspective of a Believer
in those same phenomena (Isaac 1965). Writings
about sacred geometry and/or the locations of a
divinity’s manifestation on Earth (Singh 1991),
environmental events recorded in sacred texts
(Mather and Mather 1997), or advocacy for religious sentiment in urban development (Pacione
1999) are a few examples. Although such materials may be examined by geographers of religion for the purpose of gaining insight into the
motivations of Believers, they are not considered a part of the academic field being discussed
here. The debate concerning Believer versus Observer epistemological positions in the field is an
important one given the desire of some academic geographers not to restrict study to a particular faith system or sacred text nor to become disseminators of sectarian viewpoints (Raivo 1997;
Dawson 2000).
Likewise, recent writings labeled as “spiritual
geography” are not considered here as a part of
the geography of religion. Although they often
deal with religious feelings about the natural environment at particular places, each is representative of unique, personal experiences written from
the viewpoint of a Believer (Norris 1993; Henderson 1993; Pulido 1998). In contrast, geographers
of religion have focused primarily on religious
behavior and artefacts of groups of people.
Another methodological issue in this field concerns the directional relationships between religion and other phenomena. One approach commences with observations about the spatial characteristics of religion and then seeks to explain
those locational and ecological aspects in terms
of relationships with other phenomena, which
is similar to the way studies in economic, political, and physical geography are normally designed. The alternative approach begins with religious beliefs and attempts to demonstrate their
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impact or effect on the spatial and ecological
characteristics of other phenomena. Although
most branches of geography are seldom defined
in this manner, the geography of religion has a
long history of such “impact” studies.
To a certain extent, this discussion about the
two approaches exaggerates a distinction that
may be insignificant because relationships
among phenomena are seldom understood well
enough to specify which ones have the greatest
influence on a complex of others. Since reciprocal relationships permeate most human relationships, it is difficult to sort out the degree that
religious beliefs affect, and are affected by, numerous economic, political, social, and environmental phenomena.
Clusters of Emphasis
For the purposes of organization and to identify trends, we have grouped the body of literature into three clusters: studies on the impact of
religion, distributional studies, and geographic
studies of religious phenomena.
Studies on the Impact of Religion
Religious beliefs and behavior are so significantly and thoroughly intertwined with the
lifeways of numerous communities around the
world that geographers have often focused upon
the impact of religion on other human endeavors. The basic message is that religious beliefs
and practices influence natural environments
as well as the locations and spatial characteristics of specified economic, political, cultural, or
physical phenomena. The degree to which geographical characteristics of these other features
are affected by religion is seldom measured, but
the extent of the impact is deemed significant.
Examples of such studies include the influence
of religion on the distribution of urban neighborhoods and agricultural settlements (Katz
1991), the characteristics and political behavior of a region (Webster 1997), the distribution
of specific plants and their uses (Voeks 1990),
and settlement patterns (Abruzzi 1993). Geographers of religion have a long tradition of studying the role of religious belief and behavior on
the formation of cultural landscapes. Such studies include the plurality of religions evident in
urban landscapes (Weightman 1993; Numrich
1997; Ley and Martin 1993), settlement mythology (Kuhlken 1997), symbolic landscapes (Mal-

ville 1998), and urban design (Sinha 1998).
A recent trend, by geographers and other scholars, is an increase in studies on the role of religion in forming beliefs and attitudes about the
environment. Typical are questions about the
relationship between theology and conservation
(Braden 1999), varying environmental positions
of Christian groups (Curry-Roper 1990), sacred
interpretations of ecophysiology by modern scientists (Cooper 1997a), and the merits of environmental activism (Tharan 1997).
Distributional Studies
Primary locational data on religious affiliations are difficult to obtain, especially in the
United States where recent governmental censuses have not collected such information. This
means that geographers studying religious affiliation may necessarily devote more attention to
the acquisition of data than in many other fields
of geography. One publication providing valuable distributional data originates from the Glenmary Research Center (Bradley et al. 1992); another, which incorporates data from numerous
sources, is the atlas of religious change in America (Newman and Halvorson 2000). Of particular
importance is the monumental revision of the atlas of religion in America (Gaustad and Barlow
2000), which reflects contemporary trends in cartographic technology. In addition, many atlases and encyclopedia collect and present a wide
variety of religious phenomena at the national
and international levels (e.g. O’Brien et al. 1993;
Brockman 1997; Barrett et al. 2000; Smart 1999).
Other distributional publications are those
combining locational data with suggested relationships but with limited analysis. Such is exemplified by the distribution of churches in a
US county (Andrews 1990), prevalence of almshouses in Jerusalem (Shilong 1993), regional expression of poverty programs supported by religious dioceses (Pacione 1991), sociological characteristics of religion in different regions of the
United States (McGuire 1991), and the distribution of Canadian Mormons in North America (Louder 1993). Also assigned to this cluster
are studies in which religious affiliation is a critical element in the identification of a population,
even though it is often difficult to apportion
the role of religion within the mingled cultural complex of a particular group (Sheskin 1993;
Morin and Guelke 1998; Hardwick 1991, 1993a,
b; Tharan 1997; Emmett 1995).
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Geographic Studies of Religious Phenomena
This cluster encompasses research designed to
understand and explain the spatial variations
in those populations, features, and activities regarded as religious. Several studies have examined factors associated with membership in religious organizations (Katz and Lehr 1991; Krindatch 1996), while other geographic questions
have dealt with religious buildings and observable features (Diamond 1997; Prorok and Kimber 1997; Prorok and Hemmasi 1993; Bhardwaj and Rao 1998; Prorok 1998, 1991). Although
some institutional structures (such as schools,
soup kitchens, and cemeteries) associated with
religious organizations may be studied geographically, they are excluded from this cluster
if they are not treated primarily as phenomena
of religion. A study that illustrates well a geographic analysis of religion is by Stump (2000),
who examines the commonalities and political
implications of fundamentalist movements in
several world religions.
A topic that recently has attracted considerable academic attention concerns sacred places, which are those Earth locations deemed by
Believers to be holy territory. Because the locations of most sanctified sites are identified by
observable religious features and rituals, they
can be analyzed geographically. In many cases,
certain rituals occur only at a particular sacred
site, which creates a tremendous motivation for
journeys by Believers to that unique place. Thus,
even though the ritualistic movements within
the confines of the holy site occur at a scale not
often studied by geographers, travel to these religious nodes (i.e. pilgrimages) create considerable geographic interest.
Another characteristic of a sacred place is the
manifestation of power required to control the
land and its use. Because a sacred place consists of an actual areal plot (which is often clearly demarcated), it incorporates all the properties
associated with territorial control of land. Frequently sacred sites are contested with accompanying issues of ownership, maintenance, and
access to the site, as well as the very identification of its status as “sacred.” Disputes over territory may involve more than just the religious
attributes of participants because the stakes are
magnified when group members believe— or
are emotionally convinced—that certain territory belongs to them. That is, they base their right
to specific real estate not only from a long his-

tory of attachment to the area, or the strength
of internationally accepted documents of sovereignty, but also from a belief that the land has
been assigned to them by a divine power (Benvenisti 2000; Friedland and Hecht 1991; Emmett
1996, 1997).
Other conflicts over ownership, maintenance,
and access to land that is sacred to indigenous
people may not always generate as much publicity as regional wars, but they involve some
of the same fundamental issues. The desecration of Native Americans’ sacred sites often occurs from intrusion by roads, mines (Jett 1992),
and tourists (Price 1994). Similar conflicts occur in other regions where economic interests
clash with the religious geography of indigenous groups (Fielder 1995). Controversies may
also erupt over the use of land where sanctified
structures have existed for long periods of time
but now occupy sites coveted by economic developers or are deleteriously affected by recent
development (Hobbs 1992; Kong 1993b; Tobin
1998).
This trend toward a heightened interest in sacred places is evidenced by the variety of studies. The general topic has been publicized by academicians (Park 1994; Cooper 1997b) and in
popular books (Harpur 1994; Brockman 1997).
Researchers have focused on the emotional experiences of Believers (Geffen 1998; Dobbs
1997; Forbes-Boyte 1998), on the concept of sacred places by specific religious groups (Bascom 1998), and on cemeteries as sanctified areas
(Nakagawa 1990; Yeoh and Hui 1995; Teather
1999). Others have studied the process through
which places become sacred (Nolan and Nolan
1997; Prorok 1997; Bhardwaj 1990; Berg 1998;
Singh 1997), and on the geometric patterns of a
religious cosmology along with the sacred sites
that define it (Gutschow 1994; Singh 1994; Singh
and Malville 1995; van Spengen 1998; Buffetrelle 1998; Kuhlken 1997; Grapard 1998; Malville 1998). Similarly, scholars have attempted
to understand spatial behavior associated with
places revered as part of civil religion (Zelinsky 1990; Sellers and Walters 1993; Foote 1997;
Sherrill 1995; Azaryahu 1996; Ben-Israel 1998).
In the United States, the Gettysburg Battlefield,
the Vietnam War Memorial, Arlington National Cemetery, the Arizona in Pearl Harbor, and
Graceland all illustrate sites sanctified primarily by the multitude of pilgrims, who possess a
strong desire to visit and to experience a sense
of spirituality there.
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Because both the topics of sacred places and
religious movement are inherently geographic,
the study of pilgrimage constitutes an important
emphasis by geographers of religion. It is not
surprising, given the large amount of research
on pilgrimage, that the relevant literature covers a variety of aspects. General essays about pilgrimage include a summary of their distinctive
geographic characteristics (Stoddard and Morinis 1997a), a comprehensive review of and commentary on contemporary pilgrimage studies by
geographers (Bhardwaj 1997), and a discussion
about the differentiation between journeys motivated by religion versus tourism (Smith 1992).
Pilgrimages have been classified according to the
type of attraction (Nolan and Nolan 1992) and by
length of journey, route configurations, and frequency of events (Stoddard 1997).
A substantial number of studies illuminate pilgrimage traditions by attempting to understand
relationships among pilgrims’ backgrounds,
motivations for religious undertakings, size of
nodal fields, and distributions of sacred sites by
concentrating on a single religious tradition in
one region (Din and Hadi 1997; Nolan and Nolan 1997; Rinschede 1990; Jackowski 1990; Jackowski and Smith 1992; Jackson et al. 1990; Hudman and Jackson 1992; Bhardwaj 1990; Cameron 1990; McDonald 1995; Zelinsky 1990). Other studies emphasize the complex of interrelationships occurring at a single pilgrimage site,
such as in Mecca (Rowley 1997); at the basilica
for Our Lady of Consolation in Carey, Ohio (Faiers and Prorok 1990); the shrine in Belleville, Illinois (Giuriati et al. 1990); the sangam at Prayag,
India (Caplan 1997); the Himalayan site at Muktinath (Kaschewsky 1994); the Sikh shrine at Patna, India (Karan 1997); Lourdes (Giuriati and
Lanzi 1994); Graceland in Memphis, Tennessee
(Davidson et al. 1990), and the set of Buddhist
temples located around Shikoku island (Shimazuki 1997), to name a few. Methodological approaches vary, with one group searching for
general relationships, such as locational associations with major world pilgrimage sites (Stoddard 1994), the effects of scale on observed relationships (Rinschede 1997), and the empirical
validity of the core-versus-periphery hypothesis
(Sopher 1997; Cohen 1992). Others struggle with
understanding the tensions people experience
between travel and attachment to home (Osterreith 1997) and contemplate the pilgrimage experience in and of itself (Wagner 1997). An interesting pilgrimage variant is to visit a wan-

dering ascetic rather than a fixed earth location
(McCormick 1997).
Understanding religious pilgrimages (which
involves more complexity than provided, for example, by economic models) requires examination from many disciplinary efforts. Thus, geographers of pilgrimage have welcomed insights
by scholars in other disciplines (especially anthropology, sociology, and religious studies),
who, unfortunately, have not always realized
(or seem to consider) geographers as contributors or geographic literature as relevant (Crumrine and Morinis 1991; Naquin and Yu 1992;
Reader and Walters 1993; Carmichael et al. 1994;
Chidester and Linenthal 1995; Kedar and Werblowsky 1998).
Conclusion
Even though some forms of religious activity may have declined in certain regions of the
world during the last century, religion continues to be a critical component of many human
events. Religion is often a vital element in understanding, for example, the ethno-regional
conflicts over the possession and control of specific territory, the gathering of millions of worshipers who journey to particular places, the
patterns of electoral results in various democracies, and local disputes about the role of governmental regulations of public institutions and
land use. Consequently, as long as geographers
seek to explain the spatial behavior of humans,
there will exist the need to analyze religion and
similar belief systems geographically.
As an organized field of study, the geography of religion and belief systems (GORABS)
is relatively young but, as judged by Zelinksy
(1994: 126), showing “every sign of viability and
growth”. While geographic questions have been
asked about religious behavior and artefacts for
a long time, the first formal gathering of interested scholars did not occur until the 1965 annual
meeting of the AAG (Stoddard 1990). The rise of
radical and humanistic geographies in the 1960s
and 1970s (Peet 1998) may have played a role in
the formal emergence of this specialty inasmuch
as “touchy-feely” geography became more and
more acceptable in general. Even so, many geographers of religion at the time were not really interested in joining the touchy-feely side of
the academy. Instead, they struggled to gain respect for research with a strong empirical basis,
in part to show that peoples’ religious behavior
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deserves the same attention and respect as their
social, cultural, political, and economic behavior. Dedication to studying religion as Observers differentiated these geographers from those
who might promote a particular sectarian viewpoint and thus undergirded their strong emphasis on empirical work within the field.
Calls have been made to supplement this empirical emphasis with more theoretical approaches
(Sopher 1981; Levine 1986; Cooper 1992; Wilson
1993) although a recent article by Kong (2001) indicates that this is already beginning to occur. And,
while a few geographers of religion have successfully combined empirical and contemporary critical ideas in their work (Stump 2000), there is still
the challenge of devising theoretical frameworks
applicable to people’s spatial behavior that is religiously motivated (and thus contrasting with economic models). Forays into theoretical approaches among contemporary geographers of religion
have relied mainly on critical theories (e.g. feminist, post-colonial, and postmodern) and philosophies (e.g. phenomenology and existentialist) that did not originate in geographic thought
but which have been adopted by geographers
in a number of specializations (Peet 1998). Other
credible contributions to theoretical frameworks
made by nongeographers (Malville 1999; Tweed
1997; Brenneman and Brenneman 1995) serve as
future challenges to geographers of religion.
Because religion permeates many aspects of
human behavior we predict academic attempts
to understanding its spatial and environmental manifestations will continue to be vigorously pursued, particularly in the various clusters of
topics as discussed above. As with other fields of
geography, more sophisticated methods of observation and analysis undoubtedly will be employed in the future. Other scholars, striving to
gain greater insight into the complex interrelationships among religious and other human attributes, motivations, and behavioral patterns
will conduct further studies using critical theories and humanistic perspectives. And the call for
creating original, relevant theories of spatio-religious behavior will increasingly challenge scholars. These endeavors will require sensitively applied skills in observation and analysis as well as
true empathy while, at the same time, carefully
avoiding the advocation of a particular religious
doctrine. We are convinced that these goals can
be achieved and geographers of religion will continue to organize and disseminate substantial
new knowledge in the twenty-first century.
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